STEP UP TO ENGLISH
LEVEL 12
LEVEL 12: STEP 1 - SLIDE 3
1. Who lives the farthest from the metro?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
2. Who lives the same distance from the metro as Belle?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
3. Who lives the closest to the metro?
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
4. Who lives farther from the metro than Darius?
_____________________________________________________________________________

STEP 1 SLIDE 4
1. Does Selina live nearer to the metro than Basil?
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
2. Who lives twice as far from the metro as Belle?
____________________________________
____________________________________

3. Does Basil live nearer to the metro than Otto?
____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________
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STEP 1: SLIDE 6
You be Otto or Selina
Check Slide 5 for possible answers.

Otto: ______________________________________________________
Selina:

______________________________________________________________________

Otto:

______________________________________________________________________

Selina:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Otto:

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Selina:

________________________________________________________

Otto:

________________________________________________________

STEP 1: SLIDE 7
1. Who lives the same distance from the metro as Belle?
________________________________________________________________
2. Does Darius live as far from the metro as Otto?
________________________________________________________________
3. Who lives twice as far from the metro as Basil?
____________________________________________________________________________
4. Do you take the metro to town?
____________________________________________________________________________
5. Will Selina or Otto travel the farthest tomorrow?
____________________________________________________________________________
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STEP 1: SLIDE 8
1. ____________________________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________________________________________
6. ____________________________________________________________________________
7. ____________________________________________________________________________
8. ____________________________________________________________________________

LEVEL 12: STEP 2 - SLIDE 2
1. Where do Raymond and Ruth live?
_______________________________________________________
2. Who are their cousins?
_______________________________________________________
3. Are Ruth and Raymond in Australia now?
_______________________________________________________
4. Where will they look for nice clothes?
_______________________________________________________
5. What interests Pam the most?
______________________________________
______________________________________
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STEP 2: SLIDE 3
1. What did Ruth get for her birthday?
______________________________________________________
2. When was Ruth born?
______________________________________________________
3. Was Pam born in the last month of the year? ______________________________________
4. What does Ruth hope to buy?

______________________________________

STEP 2: SLIDE 4
Brian and Raymond ___________________________ to their holiday. They
___________________________ that Raymond ________________________ to play soccer
with Brian’s team. When they buy their _________________________ for the game with Brazil,
they will be able to get more _________________________ about the players.

STEP 2: SLIDE 5
Hey guys, can my cousin Ray
join the practice?

Sure, _______________________
____________________________

___________

Okay, let’s get
_____________
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STEP 2: SLIDE 6
1. What game do you like the best?

________________________________________

2. Can the worst player get better?

________________________________________

3. What country has the most popular player? ________________________________________
4. Does your country have more soccer players than the USA?
_______________________________________________
5. Why were some friends the worst players?
_______________________________________________

STEP 2: SLIDE 7
to hope

____________________________________________

department store

____________________________________________

sports

____________________________________________

birthday

____________________________________________

the worst

____________________________________________

the least

____________________________________________

international

____________________________________________

a suit

____________________________________________
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LEVEL 12: STEP 3 - SLIDE 2
1. What kind of store did the girls go to?
___________________________________________________
2. Why didn’t they like the clothes?
___________________________________________________
3. What did they decide to do?
___________________________________________________

STEP 3: SLIDE 3
Pam and Ruth found ______________________ store that looked
nicer than the last one. It had ______________________ clothes
in the window. When they went inside they saw that the clothes were
more ______________________ than the ____________________
store, but they had better colors. Ruth ______________________ to
______________________ the pants.

STEP 3: SLIDE 4
1. Where is the clothing store?
____________________________________________________________
2. Did it have a lot of clothes?
____________________________________________________________
3. Can Pam buy expensive clothes like that dress?
____________________________________________________________
4. Do you like looking at expensive clothes?
____________________________________________________________
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STEP 3: SLIDE 5
The boys talk about asking Pam and Ruth
to go kayaking with them.
Pam and Ruth will
want to go,

____________
You write what you think they say.
Then check Slide 5 for the possible answers.

____________
Ruth loves it.

______________?

____________
____________

Pam and Ruth answer the boys.

___________________

I sure do! __________________
__________________________
__________________________

STEP 3: SLIDE 6
1. Australian people do a lot of surfboarding, ________________?
_______________________
2. Australia’s ocean is warmer than Canada’s, ________________?
_______________________
3. Brian goes surfboarding, ________________?
_______________________
4. The waves aren’t as big near Canada ________________?
_______________________
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STEP 3: SLIDE 7
Complete and answer the sentences.
1. Which country is the driest?
____________________________________________________
2. Which country has the most rain?
____________________________________________________
3. Fishing is good in Canada, ________________?
_______________________
4. You go fishing sometimes, ________________?

_______________________

STEP 3: SLIDE 8
MATCH THE MEANING

a few

___________________________________________

cheap

___________________________________________

narrower than ___________________________________________
the shortest

___________________________________________

the best

___________________________________________

a lot of

___________________________________________

warmer than

___________________________________________

fast

___________________________________________

no rain there

___________________________________________
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LEVEL 12: STEP 4 - SLIDE 2
1. Which team pulled the hardest?
______________________________________________
2. Which team lost?
______________________________________________
3. Did your team win?
______________________________________________
4. Have you pulled in a tug-a-war?
____________________________________________________________________________

STEP 4: SLIDE 3
1. Whose team will come in first, blue, striped or white?
_____________________________________________________________________________
2. Whose team will come in second?
_____________________________________________________________________________
3. Which team will be third?
_____________________________________________________________________________
4. Who has bare feet?
_____________________________________________________________________________
5. Where are the cousins standing?
_____________________________________________________________________________
6. Was White Shirt the fastest?
_____________________________________________________________________________
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STEP 4: SLIDE 4
1. Do you practice archery?
_______________________________________
2. Have you tried to hit a target?
_______________________________________
3. Is archery popular in your country?
_______________________________________
4. Who do you think will win?
____________________________________________________________________________
5. Were you right?
____________________________________________________________________________

STEP 4: SLIDE 5
The students ask you some questions. Answer in sentences.
Archer 2:

What do you do on sports day?

Relay Girl:

______________________________________________________________
Where do you swim?

Tug-a-War Girl:

______________________________________________________________
Do you have tug-a-war competitions?

______________________________________________________________
Tug-a-War Guy: What is your favorite sport?
______________________________________________________________

STEP 4: SLIDE 6
As they walked home, Ruth, Pam, Brian and Ray ____________________________ their day.
Ruth ____________________ that she enjoyed talking to students from so many different
countries, because it ____________________ her feel at home. It ________________________
her to learn that Australia ____________________ like Canada, with people from all the countries
of the world making it their home. Brian ____________________ that people in Australia who
come from the same country, ____________________ meeting to cook their national foods and
have big dinners.
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STEP 4: SLIDE 7
a relay

_____________________________________

to win

_____________________________________

a target

_____________________________________

to explain _____________________________________
bare feet

_____________________________________

to compete

_____________________________________

lap

_____________________________________

losing

_____________________________________

STEP 4: SLIDE 8
What do you like
to eat at a picnic?

I like to
______________________
______________________

What do you like to
eat at a picnic?
I like to
______________________
______________________
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LEVEL 12: STEP 5 - SLIDE 2
1. Do you live in a country near the equator?
__________________________________________________________________________
2. What season is it the coldest far north of the equator?
__________________________________________________________________________
3. What season is getting warmer far north of the equator?
__________________________________________________________________________

STEP 5: SLIDE 3

1. ____________________

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

4. ____________________

5. ____________________

6. ____________________
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STEP 5: SLIDE 4
1. I’m _____________________
You

__________________________

Your friend

__________________________
3. He/She _________________
2. The ___________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

STEP 5: SLIDE 5
1. Where are the four cousins?
_____________________________________________________________________________
2. What is on the back of one bike?
_____________________________________________________________________________
3. What makes a difference when you ride a long way?
_____________________________________________________________________________
4. What does Pam think about the bike with the carrier?
_____________________________________________________________________________

STEP 5: SLIDE 6
They ___________________ that the bikes were too expensive so they ___________________
to look at other sports equipment. Brian and Ray ___________________ the soccer shin pads were
cool but they ___________________ too expensive. Brian ___________________ he had an old
pair that a friend gave him.
Ruth ___________________ to buy the denim vest for biking. She ___________________ at
the price but it was too expensive.
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STEP 5: SLIDE 7
1. Are you taller than your friend?
___________________________________________________________________________
2. Who is the shortest in your family?
___________________________________________________________________________
3. Who lives closer to town, your friend or you?
___________________________________________________________________________
4. Do you live near the equator?
___________________________________________________________________________
5. Are you older than your friend?
___________________________________________________________________________
6. Which is the slowest, a car, a bicycle or a train?
___________________________________________________________________________
7. Which has the least light, a room with one window, no windows or six windows?
___________________________________________________________________________

STEP 5: SLIDE 8
speed

________________________________________________

wet

________________________________________________

seat

________________________________________________

winter

________________________________________________

without

________________________________________________

price

________________________________________________

different

________________________________________________

denim

________________________________________________
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STEP UP TO ENGLISH
LEVEL 12

ENGLISH

NOTES

ENGLISH

accessories

faster

as close to…as
as far from…as
as near to…as
autumn / fall
awesome
bare
bargain
baton
beach
best (the)
better
carrier
cheap
cheaper
cheapest the
cheer (to), cheered
circle (to), circled
close to
closer to
closest the
coast
compete (to), competed
cucumber
cut (to), cut
denim
different
drier
driest the
dry (to), dried
Earth
enormous
equator
equipment
everyone
expensive
explain (to), explained
far from
farther from
farthest the
fast

fastest the
few
fewer
fewest the
forest
fruit
hard
harder
hardest the
hope (to), hoped
if
interested in
international
join (to), joined
kayaking
kilometer
kind of
lap
lead (to), led
least the
log
look forward to (to), looked…

lose (to), lost
lot of
metro
more than
most the
narrow
narrower
narrowest the
near to
nearer to
nearest the
noodles
north
original
pack (to), packed
picnic
popular
price
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STEP UP TO ENGLISH
LEVEL 12

ENGLISH

NOTES

ENGLISH

pull (to), pulled

station

race (to), raced

steep

relay

suit

river

surfboard

roar (to), roared

sweater

rocky

take (to), took

row

tall

same distance from…as

target

season

team

seat

tell (to), told

shin pads

try on (to), tried on

short

twice

shorter

vest

shortest the

wave

show (to), showed

wet

skirt

wide

slow

wider

slower

widest the

slowest the

win (to), won

soft

winter

south

without

speed

world

sports

worst the

spring
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LEVEL 12: TEST 12
Answer in sentences (4 marks each)
1. __________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________________
Write the tag question (2 marks) and answer it. (2 marks)
6. You are studying English, ___________________?

__________________.

7. You don’t live in Antarctica, ________________?

__________________.

Put the verbs into the past tense. (2 marks each)
As they walked home, the four friends (to talk) __________________ about the sports day.
Brian (to like) __________________ the relay races but the team that he wanted to win (to come)
__________________ in third. Ruth (to think) __________________ the tug-a war was the best
and the team she was cheering for won. Ray (to be) __________________ interested in the archery
and (to decide) _________________ to practice when he returned to Australia. Pam loves sports so
she (to enjoy) __________________ it all. The picnic (to give) __________________ them time to
talk to their friends. Ray and Ruth (to tell) ___________________ the others about sports in
Australia. They (to say) ___________________ that most Australians (to enjoy) _______________
swimming.

To mark your test:
Take 1 mark off for each mistake.
Don’t take marks off for spelling.
Students should get 80% or
more on each test.
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Is your mark 80% +?
That’s good!
Have a nice evening!
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